Let R be a commutative ring with identity. R [[x]] denotes the ring of formal power series, in which we consider the composition », defined by f(x)°g(x) = f (g(x)). This operation is well defined in the subring R + [[x]] of formal power series of positive order. The algebra § = </? +[[*]], °> is clearly a semigroup, which is not commutative for \R\ > 1. In this paper we consider all those commutative subsemigroups of if), which consist of power series of all positive orders, which are called 'permu- 
Introduction
Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let x be an indeterminate over R. Then R [[x] ] denotes the ring of formal power series, in which a third operation o called composition, given by
Kx)og{x)=f(gix))
is defined besides addition and multiplication. We consider the subring /?+[[*]] of formal power series of positive order, in which the composition is well defined. The algebra § = <.R + [[*] ], o> is clearly a semigroup with the identity x, which is not commutative for \R\ > 1. Two formal power series are called permutable if subsemigroups of § has not yet been solved. If /? is an integral domain, then {g} contains only power series of those orders, which are powers of the order of g. In this paper we shall determine all those commutative subsemigroups of h which consist of power series of all positive orders. These commutative subsemigroups are called permutable chains, or P-chains. By Kautschitsch (1970) any P-chain of /? [[*] ], where R is an integral domain, contains exactly one power series of order m, for every m ^ 1. In the case that R is a field K all P-chains over K have been determined (see Kautschitsch (1970) 
7=1+1
For example, the 'P-chain of powers' ^8 P = {x,x 2 ,x 3 ,...} is of this form. We shall show, that all the P-chains of this section can be constructed from <p P . We need the following formulae.
Let K be the quotient field of R and l(x) = A, x+X 2 x 2 + ... eK [[x] use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700012428
[3]
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Now we compute l~1ox n ol = Jj? =n dix', for
where 0 ^y < n for k > 1. From (2) we see that, in the semigroup <Pv [[x] ], o>, the elements which have inverses are just the power series
It can also be seen that % = {/~1o/ i o/j/eN, / ; e p j is a P-chain. $"' is called a conjugate (in </? [[*] ], o » of ^3 t . Also l~1of i ol is called conjugate t o / f . Since the power series of the form (4) form a group with respect to the operationo, conjugacy is an equivalence relation on the set of all P-chains over R. Thus all the P-chains over R will be known as soon as we know a representative for each class of this partition. The next theorem shows that there is only one class containing P-chains whose elements have units as first coefficients. THEOREM 1. Every P-chain over R whose elements have a unit in R as first coefficient is a conjugate of the P-chain of powers.
PROOF Let K be again the quotient field of P.. By the above statements, all the P-chains over K whose elements have a unit in Pi as first coefficient are of the form CO {/" 1 ox"ol|«eN, / = ex+ £ A f x', e is a unit in P.}.
1=2
First we show that l~1op P ol is a P-chain over R if and only if X t eR for i > 2 . Let r 1 op r ol be any P-chain over R. 
From (5) and (6) SUMMARY We get all the P-chains over an integral domain R, whose elements have units as first coefficients, if we form the P-chains where / is any invertible power series of </?[[*]], o>.
P-chains <P a over R with any elements as first coefficients
As stated above each such P-chain is of the form In this case there may be more than one class of conjugate P-chains.
Let K be again the quotient field of R. First we determine a sufficient condition under which power series of the form I~1ox"ol belong to R [[x] ] for leK [[x] This theorem shows that there is more than one class of conjugate P-chains For this consider the P-chains over R [[x] where l t = 0 mod a, p P is the P-chain of powers and a runs through a system ol representatives for the non-zero classes of associative elements of R.
It is an open problem whether these P-chains form a full system of representatives in the case that R is an integrally closed domain.
